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Abstract

Attacks upon information security infrastructures have continued to evolve steadily over time; legacy network-based attacks have largely been replaced by more sophisticated web application-based attacks. This paper will introduce and address web-based attacks from attack to detection. Information security professionals new to application layer attacks will be in a better position to understand the underlying application attack vectors and methods of mitigation after reading this paper.
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Introduction:

Before discussing web application security or attacks it is vitally important to understand the evolution of web applications, their increasing complexity and the paramount importance that they play in over one billion peoples’ lives today (Internet World Stats).

The advent of first generation web applications was severely limited in their ability to provide any more information than a brochure you might receive in the mail. Static HTML was provided as a tool to display pictures and inert information. Consequently, as the internet and web access became more and more ubiquitous so too did the needs of those users who were accessing web applications. As a result web applications evolved to provide user conveniences such as searching, posting, and uploading.

CGI, Common Gateway Interface protocol was the first leap forward in this progression. CGI provided a means for users to interact with web pages by submitting data into forms. Upon submission back end CGI scripts would process this data presented and represent HTML back to the end user. CGI through the interaction with end users effectively became one of the first web application attack vectors known.

As mentioned earlier web application development did not stop with CGI scripts, instead newer more evolved frameworks manifested. PHP, ASP.NET, J2EE, AJAX, Ruby on Rails, and others emerged to incorporate more interactive features which allow users more flexibility and power when managing data and workflow within web applications.

Securing web applications has become incredibly important as the information processed by web applications has become
critical to corporations, customers, organizations, and countries. Web applications manage a wide array of information including financial data, medical records, social security numbers, intellectual property and national security data. Web applications must handle this information securely while maintaining efficiency and availability.

What is a web based attack?

Web based attacks are considered by security experts to be the greatest and oftentimes the least understood of all risks related to confidentiality, availability, and integrity. The purpose of a web based attack is significantly different then other attacks; in most traditional penetration testing exercises a network or host is the target of attack. Web based attacks focus on an application itself and functions on layer 7 of the OSI. John Pescatore of the Gartner group claims that nearly 70% of all attacks occur at the application layer (Desmond, 2004).

Application vulnerabilities could provide the means for malicious end users to breach a system's protection mechanisms typically to take advantage or gain access to private information or system resources. Information gathered can include social security numbers, dates of birth, and maiden names, which are all often used in identity theft. Another popular target for attackers is credit card data which left unprotected and unencrypted can be used to cause significant damage to organizations most valued assets, their customers.

So what makes up an application attack? By definition, all web application attacks are comprised of at least one normal request or a modified request aimed at taking advantage of poor
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parameter checking or instruction spoofing. There are six fundamental categories of application attacks.

**Spoofing:**

Spoofing is the act of mimicking another user or process to perform a task or retrieve information that would normally not be allowed. An attacker could use a crafted HTTP request containing the session id information from another user and retrieve the targeted users account information.

**Repudiation:**

In order to tie specific actions of a single user, applications must have reasonable repudiation controls such as web access, authentication, and database transaction logs. Without corroborating logs, online web application users could easily claim that they did not transfer equities from one acct to an external acct of another. Otherwise without proof all online brokerages would be required to reimburse the client for lost funds. Aggregating and correlating logs from multiple sources (web application, middleware, and database) can prevent repudiation attacks.

**Information Disclosure:**

Information disclosure is one of the biggest threats to large organizations who maintain private information about their customer base. When attackers are capable of revealing private information about a user or users of a web site, consumer confidence in that organization can take drastic hits; causing loss in sales, stock price, and overall marketability. To prevent this, applications must require adequate controls which will prevent user ID and session manipulation.

**Denial of Service:**
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Denial of service attacks are likely the most well known of all application attacks, often generated by malicious users, competitors or script kiddies. Motivations for this type of an attack range from personal to political reasons in hopes of stifling an organization’s ability to field online business. Famous examples include attacks upon SCO a couple of years ago by individuals upset about lawsuits aimed at LINUX.

Elevation of Privileges:

Authorization controls which are both reliable and staunch are requisite for any system or application which guards sensitive information. Escalation of privileges requires a malicious user to either already possess or gain through unlawful methods authorization privileges of a regular user. Once the malicious user is logged into the victim system an attempt will be made by exploitation of an application through poor parameter checking or instruction spoofing.

Who is at risk from Web Based Attacks

All organizations which maintain a web presence are at risk of being attacked. However, the level of risk is different for each organization. A couple of factors that play into consideration when determining the threat level are intellectual property or personally identifiable information stored by the organization.

Intellectual property:

Intellectual property is a product of the intellect that has commercial value, including copyrighted property such as literary or artistic works, and ideational property, such as patents, appellations of origin, business methods, and industrial processes. Companies where success and reputation are
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built upon patents, research, and development are especially at risk. Great examples include pharmaceutical companies, chip fabricators and universities.

**Personally Identifiable Information:**

Nearly all organizations which interface with customers hold to some degree information which is considered to be sensitive. For attackers to perpetrate financial crimes or identity theft they need credit card numbers, phone numbers, addresses, health related information, bank account numbers (Krebs, 2006). As such this information has become a commodity in underground IRC chat rooms.

**Three Aspects of a Web Based Attack**

**Vulnerability Prevention:**

The first step in a comprehensive application security framework starts with developers. Software architecture just like building physical structures requires sound planning and oversight, with an adherence to fundamental software development lifecycle methodologies. Many software developers carry the skills to properly proofread and locate vulnerabilities. However as an insurance policy of sorts exploitation detection tools are required to provide a standard level of error checking.

**Attack:**

It for first necessary for individuals interested in conducting an application based attack it is first necessary to understand and identify a target system. This first stage in an attack is commonly referred to as reconnaissance; reconnaissance can be performed using a variety of tools such as port scanners and vulnerability scanners. These scanners are often flexible
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enough to look for specific listening ports associated with suspected vulnerable applications. Application version detection can be performed by banner grabbing. Banner grabbing is the process of connecting to a host on a specific TCP/UDP port and listening to what the host replies with. Once a connection is established applications will commonly identify or provide a version or build information relevant to the application that host is using. By grabbing banners attackers are quickly able to cross reference application versions, patch levels, and build information to online references which list vulnerable applications. In addition to online resources which list vulnerable applications many freely available tools contain self contained and dynamically updating databases which perform application mapping to current vulnerabilities. A closer in depth look at several of these will follow in a later section.

Attack Detection & Prevention:

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and Intrusion Prevention systems (IPS) are also used as detective and reactive devices for both network and application targeted attacks. They are commonly deployed within the demilitarized zones (DMZs) of corporate networks and either passively filter or actively block attacks targeted at application layer services. IDSs and IPSs both work at the network layer by listening to network traffic destined to protected systems for attacks against vulnerable services, data manipulation attacks on applications, privilege escalation on hosts, multiple failed unauthorized logins, and even access to sensitive data. Upon successful detection; IDS alerts are usually sent to a central console where action by an analyst can be taken. Intrusion Prevention Systems upon detection of an attack, can drop the packets, send TCP resets to the offending IP or shun further connections by malicious
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attackers for a variable period of time. Some Intrusion Detection Systems have the ability to thwart offending attackers by communicating directly with a firewall or router to block the source IP address.

Reverse web proxies are one of many tools that can be used to not only detect, but protect an application server from unauthorized, malicious, or inappropriate calls, posts, or queries to online web applications, services and databases. A reverse web proxy works by intercepting traffic destined to a protected web application or service and then applies filters to detect malicious commands, bad syntax, inappropriate content, and the like. By standing in front of the web applications, this allows the web application to focus on legitimate requests.

Many firewalls sold in the market place today are application aware and as such understand many of the ubiquitous protocols and commands. In understanding these protocols and applications they are able to ascertain whether or not traffic destined for an application or network based service is malicious or not. Common applications include telnet, SSH, HTTP, FTP, SMTP and SIP. When tuned properly these firewalls are capable of thwarting many common attacks waged against vulnerable applications or protocols. Upon inspection of malicious payloads or commands sent to an application, these advanced firewalls will usually offer the ability to drop malicious packets, enact temporary or permanent filters against all traffic destined from the offending IP, or send an alert to security personnel so that further action can be taken.
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**Prevention/Detection Methods**

Many methodologies exist, and there is never one right solution or architecture for all environments. Previously discussed, there are more passive methods which include Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). IDS systems simply alert on seemingly offensive traffic which is destined towards a protected asset or application. On the opposite spectrum there are more preventative methods which include application-aware firewalls, reverse proxies, and Intrusion Detection Prevention (IDP) which not only actively monitor for attacks but they attempt to block or change the environment such that further attacks are not successful in reaching the protected application or system.

For environments which contain known off the shelf applications which are using common protocols such as FTP, HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, and others IDP can be very effective in protecting assets in a reactive fashion. For those larger environments which contain home grown applications, oddly configured application and service ports, or systems which do not follow RFC standards when communicating, IDS may be a more intelligent solution.

The reason is simple; IDP solutions typically block malicious traffic, or traffic which does not adhere to RFC standards. RFC standards or Requests for Comments are rules commissioned by the IETF which dictate proper communication methods and practices for nearly all well known protocols in use on the internet today. Many third party or home grown applications are built with one purpose in mind, to work. The adherence of a particular application or service to an RFC standard is very rarely a priority for application developers.
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As such, applications, especially legacy applications are often put together in a hasty fashion with little regard with how it may or may not be affected by a security device such as IDP. It should be understood that IDP has only been around for a couple of years and is still a maturing technology.

Additionally log analysis on critical files which are used by both applications and their underlying systems can provide good indications as to when an intrusion or unsuccessful penetration has occurred. There are a variety of both open source and proprietary tools which offer the ability to monitor key configuration files (integrity checker), and log files (log correlation and monitoring tools). We will discuss examples of each of these in the next section.

Log Monitoring and Correlation Tools:

Gartner has identified SIEMs or Security Information and Event Managers as a means to provide “real-time event management and historical analysis of security data from a wide set of heterogeneous sources” (Gartner, 2005).

In larger organizations which often feature a multitude of servers spread across different geographies, log analysis and review becomes increasingly difficult and labor some. “This stream of events and alerts—Gartner estimates that the systems in companies with more than 1000 users generate over 200 security "events" per second—is enough to overwhelm any IT department”, notes Jason Halloway of ExaProtect (Halloway, ExaProtect).

In this example, if an administrator or security minded engineer wishes to proactively review the logs of his or her managed systems a number of steps must ensue.
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1. It would be necessary to remotely login to these systems one at a time.

2. Filter log files for interesting events.

3. Match these ‘interesting’ events with other similar events on other managed systems.

This process was identified as far too time consuming, tedious, and prone to errors or mistakes. With this problem came the advent of log monitoring and correlation tools which serve to filter and match a log event on one device or application to a complimentary or similar event on another system. Being privy to the logs or events which are occurring on different systems can lead to more intelligent decisions about the source of an attack, a misconfiguration of an application or system, or even an internal user who wishes to cause harm.

SIEM solutions are prevalent and there are a number of both proprietary and open source alternatives available. ArcSight, netForensics, Sentinel, and Intellitactics are but a few proprietary solutions that are available (Gartner, 2006). Open source solutions are also attractive for smaller businesses that may not have the budget for proprietary solutions which oftentimes offer better scale and more robust support. OSSIM, or the Open Source Security Information Management tool is a popular choice amongst the open source community. It offers many of the features of proprietary solutions without the high cost and licensing fees. A few screen shots have been added below.
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Here we can see signature matches by source address, destination, etc. These can be sorted by the various columns and can help security analysts determine common denominators in an attack.
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This screenshot shows the actual packet broken down into the different layers of the TCP/IP stack. This will be helpful in analyzing IDS signatures of valid attacks and even misconfigurations in applications and systems.

OSSIM: For detecting attacks

The larger a given organizations’ infrastructure the more difficult it becomes to be proactive about detecting attacks before they can burgeon into wide scale problems. The reasons are numerous but can be narrowed to the following:

All screenshots were taken from www.ossim.net.
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Systems are often distributed across disparate networks in different parts of a business unit, country, and even continent. Diverse organizations, teams, and business units with different attitudes manage these disparate networks. As a result patching, build procedures, network security, and general security best practices can take a back seat to other revenue generating activities.

Oftentimes different configuration standards and policies may be the result of regulatory requirements, government restrictions, and government supported export restrictions. It quickly becomes obvious that Security Analysts are faced with a staggering task. In order to perform the job successfully security analysts are required to understand a network topology that may span a multitude of countries. Achieving this thorough understanding of the lay of the land is often much easier said than done.

To assist, SIM packages coupled with network reconnaissance tools are often used to map out network topologies. OSSIM is an open source Security Information Manager that includes Nessus, a very popular and freely available vulnerability scanner and NMAP, often considered to be one of the best available network mapping tools. Both Nessus and NMAP possess the ability to map network spaces. Network probing and the different methods of network discovery are beyond the scope of this paper. To comprehend the forthcoming example it is only necessary to understand that Nmap allows a security analyst to scan networks and visually map these networks. These pictures or visualizations allow security analysts to understand the inner workings of their mapped networks. Without these maps, learning curves are significantly steeper, and often breed unnecessary confusion amongst security analysts responsible for the network,
network users, and network administrators. A layman can think of a network map as a street map. Street maps encourage common understanding by those that use the roads and those that provide directions.

For this particular example we will be using Nmap and Nessus. First, Nmap is initiated to probe IP address space which is owned by the parent organization of the security analyst. The results of this scan will yield all listening devices with a TCP/IP stack that are responsive to a variety of ICMP, TCP, and UDP sweeps.

Following the successful run of Nmap, a Nessus scan is initiated from within OSSIM against previously discovered network hosts for vulnerabilities. After scanning is completed a list of known vulnerabilities of the scanned hosts are stored within the OSSIM database.

Nessus sample output for one host has been displayed below.
Because there are nearly always going to be emerging threats and unpatched vulnerabilities is it necessary to create a risk rating. OSSIM uses the following methodology to quantify risk. This is important to understand for the security analyst. These quantifications of risk allow an analyst to prioritize his or her attention towards the most burning issues.

\[
\text{Risk} = \frac{\text{Asset} \times \text{Priority} \times \text{Reliability}}{10}
\]

Where:

- Asset (0-5)
- Priority (0-5)
- Reliability (0-5)

The computed risk rating will always be between 0 and 10.

**Asset Value**

In determining asset values, the asset owner or data owner is generally responsible for classifying this for the security analyst. This step should not be overlooked as it enables security analysts to have an understanding of criticality amongst the various network hosts. Based upon this feedback an asset can be tagged with a value from 0-5. Customer data, intellectual property and the like might be tagged with a 4 or 5. While the system that stores the lunch menu for the cafeteria may receive a lower score, 0. These numerical values help an organization prioritize their security efforts, DR, and other contingency plans.
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Priority/Threat

Priority or threat refers to the significance of a particular attack on a managed asset. In other words, what might be the disruption to my environment in the event that a particular vulnerability is being exposed? OSSIM is able to make decisions relative to the environment that is under attack regarding priority.

A common scenario which OSSIM is able to help is described in the following scenario.

A Microsoft Windows targeted virus code red has infiltrated the corporate network from the internet. Through the use of snort, a popular open source Intrusion Detection System, snort is able to detect that code red, an IIS targeted worm is running rampant on the DMZ. Due to the sheer number of hosts that are found within the DMZ a security analyst can quickly find herself in a tenuous position of not knowing which hosts to protect first.

Though no security analyst should condone the spreading of worms in their network, it is safe to say that Windows IIS vulnerabilities will have little to no affect on a UNIX or Linux based server. At the same time as this code red attack is taking place against a UNIX server farm it also has the ability to spread to the corporate intranet subnet which does contain unpatched Windows Servers running IIS. Applying higher priorities for this behavior in a windows environment allows a security analyst to respond more appropriately often decreasing the time for remediation.

To properly prioritize OSSIM provides a method to prioritize threat levels. We will dive deeper into these directives in a subsequent section.
Reliability

Reliability speaks specifically to the likelihood that an alert which is logged by OSSIM is worthy of an alarm. An alert is simply any event that is logged from one of the many devices which logs to OSSIM. This could be a log received from a router, firewall, or host on the network. Reliability starts to take into account patterns and characteristics in the events that are being logged. For example, if a windows workstation connects to on average of 20-30 hosts on TCP 135 during a given hour this might be considered normal based upon the duties of this windows host. However, if this same system begins to connect to 400-600 hosts in a half hour it is reasonable to suspect the presence of a misconfiguration or even perhaps the presence of a compromised host.

Reliability of an alarm speaks to the likelihood that the alarm is accurately depicting a certain scenario which more times than not need to be acted upon.

Alarms within OSSIM can be triggered after a certain number of like events have been received. Coupled with their asset values, and priorities, a risk rating can be computed.

Power of Correlation

As mentioned before directives are used within OSSIM. Directives are in essence rules or formulas which are used to calculate the potential classification or meaning of a series of received alerts.

For those familiar with CISCO based ACLs, directives have a somewhat similar nomenclature which use numbers as identifiers.

- Generic ossim: 1-2999
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- Attack correlation: 3000-5999
- Virus & Worms: 6000-8999
- Web attack correlation: 9000-11999
- DoS: 12000-14999
- Portscan/scan: 15000-17999
- Behaviour anomalies: 18000-20999
- Network abuse & error: 21000-23999
- Trojans: 24000-26999
- Miscellaneous: 27000-34999

Directives all start with an initial rule that attempts to match the directive and begin the event correlation. For example, given the example above where a windows host connects to 400 windows systems on port 135.

We will illustrate this with a detector rule.

```xml
<rule type = "detector" name="Potentially Suspicious" reliability = "1" occurrence="500" from="ANY" to="ANY" port_to="135,137,139,445" plugin id="50051" plugin_sid="ANY" time_out=360>

For this particular rule we match against anything going to standard windows port which exceeds 500 occurrences or connections in a one hour time span.

Detector rules are rules that are received from agents which are recording to OSSIM. Examples may include apache, snort, fW-1, etc. The power of OSSIM and correlation is the ability to receive information from disparate sources to arrive at a deeper conclusion or understanding of what is occurring in a network.

Below we have broken down the major categories within a directive.

Name field simply represents the proper name of the directive.
**Reliability** is based upon the likelihood that this event is noteworthy. Again the scale of 0 – 5 is used.

**Occurrence** indicates how many times a particular event will have to occur before the directive is matched.

**From** indicates the source of the event.  
**To** indicates the destination of the event.

**Ports_to** indicate the source port of the event.  
**Ports_from** is not listed here but can be defined for source port matching.

Events which occur by themselves oftentimes are not particularly noteworthy; however, when multiple sources are recording similar behaviors which differ from the norm behaviors, OSSIM is able to alert security analysts of this potentially interesting activity. The power that correlation can offer a security analyst should not be underestimated.

The following screen shot shows the structure visually of a directive that is built within OSSIM.

![Screen Shot of OSSIM Directive](image-url)

**Generic ossim**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Possible intrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Possible Trojan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Web attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Possible Worm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Possible Phishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Peer anomaly, Worms / P2P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Strange host behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Strange global behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Compromised host, compromising other host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Possible Worm port 80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trojans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Time_out</th>
<th>Occurrence</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Port_from</th>
<th>Port_to</th>
<th>Plugin ID</th>
<th>Plugin SID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More than 10 times persistence</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ANY</td>
<td>ANY</td>
<td>172.16.17.32</td>
<td>172.16.16.17</td>
<td>172.16.17.32</td>
<td>172.16.16.17</td>
<td>ossim</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 5 times persistence</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ANY</td>
<td>ANY</td>
<td>172.16.17.32</td>
<td>172.16.16.17</td>
<td>172.16.17.32</td>
<td>172.16.16.17</td>
<td>ossim</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack response</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ANY</td>
<td>ANY</td>
<td>172.16.17.32</td>
<td>172.16.16.17</td>
<td>172.16.17.32</td>
<td>172.16.16.17</td>
<td>ossim</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Below you will find a screen shot taken from OSSIM.net which indicates the likelihood of a windows worm. Notice the correlation level, risk rating, and alarm.
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Similarly the following screens can be used to corroborate any alarms which may be sent. Analysts have the ability to determine through this snapshot which hosts are responsible for sending and receiving the majority of the network traffic. Other screens indicate the timing of network usage. This information by itself may not be particularly telling, however, with the use of the previous screen, certain hypothesis begin to take hold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host</th>
<th>DestSer</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>FTP</th>
<th>HTTP</th>
<th>IMAP</th>
<th>IRC/NNTP</th>
<th>SMTP</th>
<th>NNTP</th>
<th>MTS/MTS</th>
<th>23/25</th>
<th>53/53</th>
<th>Cedar</th>
<th>Kansas</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192.168.2.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keyserver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.2.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acme.us</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.2.203</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.2.204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123.123.2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Network Traffic [TCP/IP]: Local Hosts - Data Sent/Received](image-url)
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The following diagram indicates load at particular times of the day on a network. These diagrams can indicate network abuse, misconfigurations, worms, or even normal use. These data points can be trended over time and compared to previous days/months for patterns.

Proprietary Detection/Prevention Tools:

There are many schools of thought when it comes to deciding between a capable open source tool and a proprietary tool. Regardless of your stance there are many proven tools that offer both commercial support and support from the open source community. Below we will highlight a few of these.

Watchfire AppScan

Whilst the majority of application scanning tools offer the ability to scan for coding vulnerabilities after an application
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has been built, Watchfire’s AppScan distinguishes itself in that it can be used throughout the software development lifecycle. It is not limited to use after an application has been completely built. The ability to leverage AppScan during the development lifecycle enables security conscious developers to fix security issues earlier in development thus saving considerable postfix dollars.

Some of the more common checks that AppScan checks for include cross site scripting, privilege escalation, session state monitoring, HTTP response splitting, parameter tampering, hidden field manipulation, backdoors/debug options, and buffer overflows. What differentiates AppScan from many of the other proprietary and open source tools available is the wide variety of useful reports that are generated. Within the AppScan tool remediation reports, executive dashboards, and compliance reporting are all offered. These features are increasingly valuable for larger more risk averse organizations which are subject to compliance, privacy, and regulatory standards.

AppScan is provided as a Windows based GUI which has been intuitively laid out. A logical directory structure is laid out from left to right. Issues, Remediation, and Application data adorn the left side and are featured main categories. From left to right the user may drill down successively.
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Figure 1: AppScan

1. Application Tree
   The tree is created and displayed as AppScan scans the site

2. Results List
   Shows results for selected node in Application Tree

3. Details Pane
   Shows relevant details for selected item in Results List
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Figure 2: AppScan

Progress Panel
Opens when scan starts with various progress indicators

Status Bar
Summarizes results so
**WebInspect**

WebInspect is another extremely popular web application scanner amongst many security professionals. WebInspect application security assessment tools allow for the identification of known and unknown vulnerabilities, WebInspect can also check to ensure that a web application are secured properly, attempt common web attacks such as parameter substitution/injection, cross site scripting, directory traversal attacks, and much more.

WebInspect features a similar user interface as the one featured in AppScan. However, it does offer the ability to interact with the reporting tools in real time as scans are being performed. Interactive reports are also available which allow for drilling down into particular areas of concern.

**Figure 3: WebInspect**

![WebInspect](image)

Popular and useful pre-bundled tools are favorites with WebInspect. Amongst the offered tools are:
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- A Cookie Cruncher which allows a security practitioner to assess the strength of the cookies used in browsing sessions.
- An SPI Proxy allows the security assessor to view each and every browser request and server response.
- WebBrute allows for brute forcing login forms.
- WebDiscovery allows for scanning of web services and correlates to them to specific ports for later investigation.

Both of these tools have been extremely popular amongst both security consulting firms and software development houses which provide web presence software. As for which one to use, both companies offer a free trial offer.

Open Source Prevention Tools:

Nikto

Nikto is arguably the most popular web server scanner available in the open source community. Comprehensively scanning for over 3250 known dangerous files on as many as 600 servers Nikto has its name firmly imbedded amongst many seasoned security professionals as one of the premier web vulnerability scanners.

Nikto is a command line drive tool which features a wide variety of options including anti IDS or evasion scanning tactics. These are helpful when testing IDS deployments for attack signatures and IDS responses.

As with the proprietary tools mentioned earlier Nikto can be used as a preventative tool which can tip off developers of insecure configurations before critical web services are
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published to the World Wide Web or even to extranet partners. Nikto signature updates are similar to those features in many popular anti virus tools; however, they are updated by the open source community.

Figure 4: Nikto

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-config</td>
<td>use this config file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-debug</td>
<td>debug mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dbcheck</td>
<td>syntax check scan_database.db and user_scan_data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-update</td>
<td>update databases and plugins from cirt.net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-verbose</td>
<td>verbose mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IDS Evasion Techniques:**
1. Random URI encoding (non-UTF8)
2. Directory self-reference (./)
3. Premature URL ending
4. Prepend long random string
5. Fake parameter
6. TAB as request spacer
7. Random case sensitivity
8. Use Windows directory separator (\)
9. Session splicing

**Mutation Techniques:**
1. Test all files with all root directories
2. Guess for password file names
3. Enumerate user names via Apache (/~user type requests)
4. Enumerate user names via cgiwrap (/cgi-bin/cgiwrap/~user type requests)

**WebScarab**

WebScarab is a java application which has been published by the OWASP project, an open source led community which we will speak in depth about later. The WebScarab framework is often used to dissect applications which communicate over HTTP or HTTPS. Typical uses include locating, identifying, and altering posts and requests made by a web browser before they are sent off to a web server. These options allow a user to slow down the communication between a web client and server so that requests and responses can be analyzed properly. Oftentimes
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during this analysis the improper handling of credentials, logins, cookies, etc are discovered thus allowing a user to subvert the security controls inherent within the web applications being analyzed. WebScarab is most commonly used by application developers who wish to more completely secure the web applications they are serving.

WebScarab features are plentiful, however the most commonly used include:

- **Proxy**: Able to observe both encrypted (HTTPS) and unencrypted traffic (HTTP). Encrypted traffic is viewed by establishing a second SSL tunnel between the proxy and the application web server.

- **SessionID Analysis**: a variety of cookies can be captured and analyzed to visually determine the randomness and unpredictability which should be inherent in all cookie generation.

- **Manual Request**: Editing and replay of previous requests to web applications can be viewed and manipulated.

- **Reveal Hidden Fields**: WebScarab allows a user to view hidden fields within the web presentation fields for manipulation, deletion, or reconnaissance.

- **Spider**: Allows for analysis on the web application which may reveal additional links that are not known initially.

- **Beanshell**: This is a feature which allows for the scripting of arbitrary java code on requests and or responses received by the web client or server.
Secure Coding

Awareness of the importance of web application security has jumped significantly in just a few years... 93 percent felt that secure application development was more of a priority now than three years ago (Symantec, 2006).
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“Security training is at the heart of writing good code”, writes John Heimann of Oracle (Heimann, 2006). For organizations that make available internet connected systems to the public for use, security training is a must have and is often overlooked in many developers backgrounds. “It’s an unfortunate fact that most developers are not required to learn secure coding practices in school”, noted Heimann. Too often within academia and within the corporate world the focus in educating developers is on creating efficient bug free code. Security checks are optional at best are rarely considered.

References to secure coding methodologies and practices can be found here:

http://www.microsoft.com/uk/msdn/security/developer_security.mspx

As an example, most programmers would consider the implementation of a specific check on the length of web form input to be unnecessary and wasteful of valuable CPU cycle times. Unfortunately for every programmer out there that is unaware of secure coding practices there are hackers out there that are not only aware but capable of searching for and taking advantage of these loopholes left behind by developers.

OWASP

The Open Web Application Security Project commonly referred to as OWASP is an open source project dedicated to the discovery and fighting of insecure software (Wikipedia).

The open source OWASP community is made up of corporations, educational entities, and developers and security practitioners located on all seven continents. They are best known for their creation of articles, methodologies, documentation, and tools
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which are all freely available for use the development and testing of secure application code (OWASP, 2007).

Some of the notable tools that OWASP has produced include Web Goat, a web application penetration testing environment, WebScarab, mentioned earlier, and the OWASP.NET tools set. Most famously though OWASP is responsible for producing the OWASP Top Ten, which is an application security awareness document. In the next section we will highlight the Top Ten, and the vulnerabilities most often found within web applications.

OWASP – Top Ten

The OWASP Top Ten is often considered the defacto standard when looking at many audit controls and security firms responsible for assessing code.

Specifically PCI or the payment card industry security standard, a standard enforced jointly between American Express, Visa, MasterCard, and JCB requires organizations which store or process credit card data to implement secure coding procedures within their SDLC.

This requirement ensures that all web applications developed in house are securely coded and reviewed for the following vulnerabilities (PCI and Data Security Compliance, 2007).

Top Ten Highlights

Before getting into a few specific types of attack we will dive into some of the more prominent top ten vulnerabilities from a higher level. It is important to understand the breadth of attacks that are covered by the top ten to truly understand its value amongst the development community.
Unvalidated Input:

Unvalidated Input is defined as any information received via web requests which are not validated before being used by a web application.

Commonly attackers target these vulnerabilities to attack backend components through a web application. Usual targets include the web application layer itself, the underlying OS that supports the web application and backend databases which often contain sensitive customer information, credit cards, social security numbers, and intellectual property.

Examples of unvalidated input include cross site scripting attacks, buffer overflows, and injection flaws.

Buffer overflows are also common areas of concern when writing secure applications. Exploiting buffer overflows simply requires an attacker to identify fields in a vulnerable application which do not perform bounds checking. Writing outside the bounds of a memory block can corrupt data, crash the program, and even crash the entire operating system subjecting an organization to unnecessary downtime.

Broken Access Control:

Another commonly overlooked vulnerability when creating web applications are broken access controls. Access is granted to specific authorized users of web applications to perform a specific function based upon their need and general role that they serve. Broken access control vulnerabilities provide a means for malicious users to escalate privileges beyond their intended permissions. This flaw may allow for the unauthorized viewing of other users accounts, the viewing of sensitive configuration files, or the escalation to that of a root user.
Broken Authentication and Session Management

In the realm of online banking the sanctity of the user authorization/authentication component is paramount to the both the customers and the banks well being and reputation. Without a tested and proven safe authentication model customers are unlikely to use online banking, something that saves banks significant amounts of money annually (Lee, 2001).

Authentication and session management relate to the direct processing of user, application, or system authentication and the subsequent need to manage these active sessions. Without reliable authentication, trust is lost and accountability escapes the process.

Authentication methods with web applications nearly always involve a username and password. Because of this it is vitally important to ensure that these credentials are not easily accessible. Features such as password resets and forgotten usernames should all be protected and require authentication via a password hint, mothers’ middle name, or some other authentication method.

Commonly overlooked areas of weakness within web applications include:

1. Password Strength – ensure that PAM modules or like enforcement is used within the application. Dictionary word attacks are common amongst web applications, and unless complexity is enforced authentication mechanisms are

2. Password Use – Too many failed authentication requests in a given period of time should lock or freeze an account for a given period of time.
3. Password Change Controls – When changing a password users should be required to provide both the old and new password before being able to change a password. Use of email as a confirmation of a password change is another enforcement mechanism which will often provide an alert to an unsuspecting user of someone tampering with their login information.

4. Browser caching – neither Authentication nor session data should be presented in retrieval requests from web servers. In addition cache options within a web application may allow a browser to store cookies. This can be dangerous for computers which are accessible from internet cafes, libraries, and other publicly accessible terminals. Caching of cookies could allow another unauthorized user to purport another user through cookie/session id manipulation.

Injection Flaws

Injection Flaws are used to subvert the required authentication and authorization process to an Operating System, application, or other service. Malicious users can take advantage of weaknesses in applications which fail to filter client based commands and make system calls, use external applications such as netcat, ssh, and even run entire scripts. These weaknesses can be present anytime an interpreter is used within a web application; as such code must be reviewed before pushing out to production systems.

SQL injection flaws are some of the most popular attack vectors for hackers as they can often reveal enormous amounts of sensitive data. Customer information, credit card numbers,
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employee information, social security numbers, and other sensitive information.

**SQL Injection Attack Example**

As previously mentioned SQL injection attacks can occur when user input on the client side is not filtered properly. Escape characters are maliciously used to break away from the currently command and initiate a new listening state on the underlying web application. Once the web application is in a new listening state a new oftentimes unauthorized SQL query against a back end database can be performed. Table views, dropping tables, and adding usernames are all very popular methods of gaining unauthorized access to both applications and underlying stored data.

The following example illustrates this:

An attacker who wishes to retrieve the usernames of all active users could do so with an application that uses an SQL backend and one that does not filter SQL requests as the application or middleware layer. For this particular example a user is wishing to learn about the usernames authorized to use an application.

Within the domain mybank.com the following can be used to retrieve usernames provided the table names that are passed are accurate. Many times it is easy to guess the table names that are used to identify parameters such as username, DOB, SOCSEC, password, etc.

Example:

User visits: [http://www.mybank.com](http://www.mybank.com)

When attempting to retrieve the usernames of fellow bankers
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http://www.mybank.com/login/login.asp?loginid=bobsmith or d=d

The generated SQL statement is because of this passed argument is:

SELECT loginid, FirstName FROM User where loginid = bобsmith or d=d

This condition will always be true because d always equals d. Thus all loginid and FirstName pairs will be returned (Imperva, 2007).

Another clever way to manipulate SQL injection attacks is to DROP tables which can cause irreparable harm to an underlying database and supported application.

http://www.mybank.com/login/login.asp?loginid=bobsmith;DROP TABLE USERS

This statement will delete the USERS table provided it exists. Deleting this USERS table would likely render the application useless as users would not be able to login to the underlying application (SQLCourse.com, 2006).

SQL injection attacks are only limited to the creativity and resourcefulness of the attacker. Usernames could be added along with passwords, billing amounts could be changed, interest paid, balances changed are all possible with weak filtering at the application and database layer.

Unvalidated Input Example: XSS

Cross site scripting is an attack targeted towards the hosting web application, underlying OS, and often backend database. An attacker will often attack web applications that do not filter scripts from form fields submitted to web
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applications. For example, attackers are often able to insert code which gets executed by the user’s browser. This code will attempt to steal browser cookies that might include banking session data, passwords, or the like. Session cookies are then used by the attacker to emulate a legitimate user session to a banking site, email account, or the like.

The diagram below illustrates this relationship between attacker, web application, and website using a XSS attack.

(Skoudis, 2005)

Getting into the technical jargon behind some of the advanced cross site scripting attacks is beyond the scope of this paper.
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A fantastic series of examples of cross site scripting can be found here: http://www.devshed.com/c/a/Security/A-Quick-Look-at-Cross-Site-Scripting/1/

Summary

Many of these attacks can be prevented and or detected before they do irreparable harm. Proper defenses require a defense in depth approach. Only a few of the possible approaches have been discussed in this paper, and likely in time these strategies will require tweaking and improvement as attack vectors will invariably evolve over time.

In summary a combination of application of both technologies and user awareness are the only effective ways of truly defending against web attacks. Technologies such as application layer firewalls, reverse proxies, Intrusion Detection and Prevention systems coupled with a solid security training program for application developers will yield significant security enhancements. Additionally the use of code review tools and scanners will provide proactive resources that both developers and in house security professionals can leverage in discovering application layer weaknesses.

For many businesses which conduct business online, their reputation is at stake. One breach can oftentimes lead to irreparable brand damage. And putting a price on the amount of damage done is oftentimes extremely difficult, though losses to public companies can be in excess of billions when stock valuations are considered.
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# Upcoming SANS App Sec Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANS 2020</td>
<td>Orlando, FL</td>
<td>Apr 03, 2020 - Apr 10, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Amsterdam May 2020</td>
<td>Amsterdam, Netherlands</td>
<td>May 11, 2020 - May 18, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Silicon Valley - Cupertino 2020</td>
<td>Cupertino, CA</td>
<td>Jun 22, 2020 - Jun 27, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Copenhagen August 2020</td>
<td>Copenhagen, Denmark</td>
<td>Aug 24, 2020 - Aug 29, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Network Security 2020</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>Sep 20, 2020 - Sep 27, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS OnDemand</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS SelfStudy</td>
<td>Books &amp; MP3s Only</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>